82 gpz 750

The Kawasaki GPz was a sport bike introduced by Kawasaki in It was more than a warmed-over
KZ, [ needs context ] as it was improved in many areas, focusing on high-performance. Changes
started at the front, with tapered bearings in the steering head instead of the KZ's ball bearings,
and the upper triple clamp was changed also, giving the GPz solid aluminum clip-on handle
grips instead of the traditional handlebar. A bikini fairing almost identical to the one on the GPz
was added too. The GPz boasted increased power, with slightly higher compression, and
camshafts designed to get the valves to full lift quicker, and fitting Mikuni 34mm carburetors to
it for smoother airflow. To maintain reliability oil passages were installed under the pistons for
increased cooling, and an oil-cooler was added. The GPz was the quickest factory , as Cycle
World recorded a time of The original was based on the KZE. In , the engine was modified
further, mostly in the combustion chamber, and an all-new frame was used with Uni-Trak
suspension. There were also modifications to the suspension, brakes and wheels, as well as the
bodywork. The bike became more sport-oriented, but lost some of the versatility of the ' From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the normally aspirated motorcycle.
Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles
introduced in Hidden categories: Wikipedia articles needing context from May Wikipedia articles
needing context from October Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Front: telescoping fork Rear:
aluminum swingarm, dual shock Uni-Trak â€”. Year Type. Z Z1-R. Kawasaki Tomcat ZX Ninja
ZXF thru to GPz Turbo. Ninja R thru to GTR Concours thru to Make Kawasaki. Model Gpz
Offered is an 82 Kawasaki GPz aka R1 which some consider the pinnacle of the air cooled
Kawasaki sport bikes. Lots of trick parts and custom work to make this one unique ride. Also
part of the racing kit are progressive fork springs, fork brace and set of KYB piggyback rear
shocks set for a lb. The ultralight magnesium wheels are original Astralites made in England
that where made specifically for the bike. New battery, heavy duty clutch springs internal metal
and fiber plates still plenty of life fork seals and fork oil, brake pads Galfer Kevlars front and
rear , speedo cable, front and rear tires and o-ring chain within last miles round out this ready to
ride classic. This is not a museum piece, she is ready to ride with the perfect amount of patina
from the glory days of air cooled Japanese muscle bikes. Turns heads everywhere she goes
and fun to cruise. All lights work including turn signals , as well as the dual Fiamm airhorns.
Current license tags and inspection tags Texas. I have a clear Texas vehicle title Not interested
in trades or payment plans. CASH sale only. Ill be happy to start the bike and ride it for you to
show you it runs and operates, as stated. As with any vehicle of this age, there are no
warrantees, but you wont find a nicer or funner bike of this kind, locally. Call for more info.
History: Originally purchased in fair condition with cosmetic blemishes and running rough.
Managed to fix it up and get it running strong enough to be my daily commuter 50 miles round
trip for almost miles the last 2 years. About 2 months ago, I had some fuel delivery issues and I
re-cleaned the carbs, treated the fuel filter and the fuel flowed again. However, in trying to put
the carb back on, decided to take out the air box, put on pod filters, replace the jets with bigger
ones and go from there. The pod filters seem to work well but the bike is difficult to start and
requires a few squirts of starter fluid to do so. Once fired up, it rides nice. The Good: - Iconic
bike ripe for full restoration or a good first bike to learn both mechanics and how to ride. And
though this bike is almost 35 years old, it has been a blast to ride and I wish I had the time and
money to restore it to a pristine condition. This listing is for a truly amazing looking original
survivor Kawasaki GPZ The Gpz was a one year only body style for the The only items on the
bike that are not original are the rear shocks and the handle bar ends. The rear shocks are
period correct Vintage Fox Shox. The handle bar ends can be easily removed if so desired. To
the best of my knowledge, everything else on the bike is original. This is a beautiful original
survivor 33 year old motorcycle. It is a gorgeous bike that maintains it's original 33 year old
paint. As a true survivor she has some paint blemishes here and there. There are no dents or
dings, just normal wear that would be expected from a 33 year old motorcycle. If you are looking
at a 33 year old motorcycle and the paint looks brand new, it probably is. This is the real thing. It
has not been pieced together or restored. As you can tell from the pictures, it has an amazing
shine and looks really great. It has obviously been well maintained throughout it's life. All
electrical items works as they should. She runs really nice and is real quiet with the original
factory exhaust. It is very difficult to find one of these with the original exhaust. There are no
dents or dings on the exhaust. There are a couple of blemishes and some light pitting where the
headers meet the bike. They look really nice. She has a little over 34k miles and I enjoy riding
her, so those miles may go up slightly. If you have been looking for a GPZ , you will probably
not find a nicer more original bike in a long time. The bike is titled and registered in my name in
California. There are no titling games here! Please ask any and all questions before bidding. The

remainder of the funds are due within 7 days after the sale has been completed. If not cash, all
funds will need to be cleared by my bank prior to releasing the motorcycle. If neither of these
payments are made, the bike can be re-listed for sale or sold to the next highest bidder. If you
have zero feedback, please contact me prior to bidding. I have the right to cancel your bid if I am
not contacted. Shipping is the sole responsibility of the buyer. I will assist wherever I can. I will
only sell this bike to bidders in the U. Please do not bid if you are not from the U. Looks like it
came off the Dealers floor! All work done at Kawasaki dealer. Clean California Title in my hand
and in my name. Most motorcyclist say this is the most reliable bike of the 60s, 70s, and 80s for
kawasaki. Others are going for to in this shape. Perfect Price offer call Kawasaki KZ Harley
Tariff beater. The stripes and decals are from a ELR decal kit. The green is starting to crack a bit
from age but you can only tell that when you are sitting on it. Kerker 4into1 K Series canister
style exhaust pipe. It has a set of Mikuni RS34 flatslide racing carbs. The quick turn throttle
required for these carbs has forced the electric start button to be relocated to a secret position.
I call it theft protection! If you don't like the green paint, the last picture is of another bodyset I
could put on for you, it is not included with the bike, but I would trade you for the green set if
you want. Bike runs great, has extra gauges, oil pressure and cyl head temp,. It was my
everyday rider last year. It has Kenda tires with plenty of tread left on them. Terms of Sale : We
can help you arrange shipping if you need it. We recommend Uship and Haulbikes. Please
contact me ahead of time if you are interested in this so you know what my schedule for
delivery would be, I CAN'T deliver on your timeline for cheap. You are welcome to pick this up.
For payment we take Paypal, cash, credit cards over the phone. Thousand Oaks, CA.
Huntington Beach, CA. Eaton, NH. Ravenscroft, TN. Mill Valley, CA. Eau Gallie, FL. Brooksville,
FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Gpz Year Make
Kawasaki Model Gpz Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Kawasaki Model -. Make Kawasaki 4. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Kawasaki made its reputation in the s with fast 2-strokes and
cemented it in the s with the legendary cc Z1, a 4-cylinder 4-stroke bolt of lightning. Its basic
architecture supported a new line of sport bikes in the s, the GPz series, introduced for in 1,cc
and cc models. Like all Kawi fours before them, the new GPz sport bikes boasted double
overhead cams, plus electronic ignition and triple disc brakes, expected equipment on any bike
with sporting pretentions. The front row of then-popular club races for s were heavily populated
with Kawasakis, and the bigger GPz swiftly gained a reputation as an excellent sport tourer. The
Kawasaki GPz hit showroom floors in Styling was directly inspired by its GPz siblings, and its
engine, apart from an all-black paint scheme, looked basically identical to earlier Kawasaki and
fours. Yet closer examination showed that a fair amount of work had gone into making this
special. New bits included a revised cylinder head, ported and polished, and with smaller
combustion chambers incorporating specially placed ridges to induce swirl. Revised camshaft
profiles and new constant-velocity 34mm Mikunis helped breathing, and an oil cooler kept
operating temperatures in check. Exhaust fumes moved out through large-capacity black
chrome mufflers that perfectly complemented the all-black engine. To help keep things smooth,
the engine was cushioned in a double cradle frame with large rubber mounts. Triple disc brakes
with drilled rotors completed the mechanical package, and an arrest-me-red paint scheme
accented with loud graphics told the rest of the world this was a bike that meant business.
Kawasaki marketed the GPz as a light, responsive machine with a high power-to-weight ratio
â€” just the thing for carving canyons or a little friendly competition at the local circuit. In , Don
Johnson, the owner of our feature bike, was in the military, with little time to spend in
extracurricular activities such as lap time improvement. Still, in a show of massive disloyalty to
his then-current ride, a Suzuki, he spent a significant percentage of what free time he had
eyeing the wares of the local Kawasaki dealer. I wanted to buy it, but I got shipped to Germany
before I got the money together. Ever since then, I have had a thing for this motorcycle.
Contemporary magazines, equally subject to Kawasaki passion, enthusiastically tested the new
Even so, testers pointed out a lengthy warm up needed on start, a flat spot in the carburetion,
and a slight buzz through the bars. Yet aside from these caveats, the magazines praised the
GPz as a versatile, good-handling machine that was comfortable enough to tour on. In , Rider
collected five experienced women riders and sent them out on a tour of California with six
bikes, including a Kawasaki GPz Most of the women quickly found that ergonomic problems
seriously dampened their enjoyment of the GPz. On tight, twisty roads, Ms. He takes it on forays
into the local hills, and has no problems with the somewhat rearset pegs or the lowered bars. In
, Kawasaki significantly modified the GPz, giving it a new single shock frame, a full front fairing
in place of the little bikini fairing on the first bikes, and a more radical engine. Compression
increased to The version lost the fairing lowers and gained more comfortable bars, while for the
better bars stayed, but the lowers were back. However, was the last year for the air-cooled GPz.

By that time, Kawasaki had its next generation liquid-cooled Ninja sport bikes ready. Yet not
everyone was in favor of further progress. But satisfying may not be enough for much longer
Don Johnson came back from his tour in Germany and resumed his love affair with bikes. He
eventually started collecting motorcycles, including the Triumph currently sitting in his living
room. Don immediately got on the horn and requested photos, which showed a mostly stock,
nicely kept machine. So he called his brother, Mike, who lives below the snow line where the
bike was located, and Brother Mike agreed to go look at the bike, and buy it if it looked as nice
as the machine in the photos. Are you sure you want it? Mike bought the bike and rode it home,
and as soon as Don was able to, he showed up with a trailer, ready to settle up with Brother and
take the GPz home. It was in comfortable running condition, but had an incorrect seat, lacked
the stock grab rail, and had some paint damage caused by a leaky battery. A friend is really
good with upholstery, and the two of us managed to merge the two seats so I had one correct
seat. Then I went looking for a grab rail. I would have thrown it into the box with the seat. Don
repaired it and painted the battery box, baking it in the kitchen oven to give it a hard finish. He
replaced hoses, caps and some rounded off bolts, and changed out the fork oil, the air filter,
and the oil and oil filter. The tires were visibly new when he bought the bike, so he left them
alone. Importantly, the mufflers, which are now pretty much unobtanium, were in good shape.
Don says that the GPz is at its best on curvy roads in the hills. Don also says the bike performs
well on the freeway. Period testers got between miles per gallon, depending on how
enthusiastically they were pushing the engine. Summing up his love for his GPz, Don thinks
back to the first time he spied a I like classic-y bikes in general and the GPz is classic. I love the
way it looks and feels and sounds. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for
collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who
love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! The Kawasaki GPz was
the last - and probably best - of Kawasaki's air-cooled s. Photo by Nick Cedar. Black chrome
pipes and all-black engine look great on the GPz. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts.
Related Content. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Add to cart. Xs Print. Chief Print. The MV
Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate
the machines that changed the world! Join Today! It was more than a warmed-over KZ, as it was
improved in many areas, focusing on high-performance. Changes started at the front, with
tapered bearings in the steering head instead of the KZ's ball bearings, and the upper triple
clamp was changed also, giving the GPz solid aluminum clip-on handle grips instead of the
traditional handlebar. A bikini fairing almost identical to the one on the GPz was added too. The
GPz boasted increased power, with slightly higher compression, and camshafts designed to get
the valves to full lift quicker, and fitting Mikuni 34mm carburetors to it for smoother airflow. To
maintain reliability oil passages were installed under the pistons for increased cooling, and an
oil-cooler was added. The GPz was the quickest factory , as Cycle World recorded a time of The
GPz underwent some significant changes in The original was based on the KZE. Kawasaki
retired the KZ after In , the engine was modified further, mostly in the combustion chamber, and
an all-new frame was used with Uni-Trak suspension. There were also modifications to the
suspension, brakes and wheels, as well as the bodywork. The bike became more sport-oriented,
but lost some of the versatility of the ' Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Four stroke,
transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 2 valve per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled.
Compression Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel.
Rear Suspension. Dual shocks spring preload and rebound damping adjustable. Rear Wheel
Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single mm disc. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry
Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed. Road Test. Cycle There comes a point and time
when nearly everything becomes valued â€” nostalgically if not financially. In the early s the
GPz was generally a top-dog kind of sport bike. But it was good enough to put a young fellow
by the name of Wayne Rainey on the top step of the AMA Superbike championship on a
Muzzy-prepped bike and cement the GPz as a sporting weapon with serious intent. Fuel
injection was also on the horizon the introduced it to the series , but liquid cooling would have
to wait for the introduction of the revolutionary Ninja model. So while one can view the GPz as a
mass-produced motorcycle and therefore likely never to become truly rare, the combination of a
one year only configuration and the survivor status does elevate this one into something worth
considering. It gets attention where ever I ride. I bought brand new spare brake pads, clutch kit,
gaskets, spare starter motor etc. Most GPzs have lived multiple lives. Purchased new by
aggressive riders, many found their way to the racetrack in amateur and privateer formats.
Those that stayed on the streets passed through a few owners, with the price likely dropping
with each change. That quickly put these bikes into the financial reach of younger riders,
driving up insurance rates everywhere. Not all were flogged and forgotten, but enough were to
make finding a good example difficult today. And this particular example is no garage queen â€”

with 20k on the clocks eBay advert lists 18k this bike has been ridden. It may be on the far side
of 30 something, but viscerally this bike still has all its mojo. Located in the sunny state of
California which bodes very well for issues such as rust and corrosion , this GPz is looking for a
new home. The paint looks good despite the age, and there have been few modifications. The
aftermarket exhaust is not stock, but a Bassani is not the worst pipe you could image for this
application. There are a number of spares that come along with the purchase, which is a good
thing from a maintenance point of view. Parts are still readily available for the mechanicals,
although cosmetic trim might be getting scarce. Fortunately, all of those pieces are still
attached. Check it out here. If you are of a certain age, you KNOW you wanted one of these.
Maybe you had one lucky bastard , and now miss it. Was this the bike you regretted selling all
those years ago? Jump over to the Comments section and share your stories. Good Luck!!
Really wanted one of these or the Gpz but they were beyond my reach as a young apprentice.
Would love to have this if purely fro nostalgic reasons. One is a daily rider. It is so comfortable
with great retro styling. Go baby go. Bob Weaver sold one of these out of his collection at
Mecum. It had just over 12k miles on it. Of course, being from the Bob Weaver collection, it was
all original and beautifully presented. Besides the pipe, this bike above also has non-original
horns, grips look like my Oem Yamaha fzr grips and bar ends. Very nice looking bike.
Man-o-man â€” I wish still had it, been trolling the internet for one over last 10 years, and GPz
prices are on the rise. Which was my first street bike. Nice old school scooter! Good luck! I ran
into this bike while looking at ebay. The first shot was from the left side of the bike. Not hyper
fast but still thrilling and nostalgic to ride. I have a perfect condition 81 that is bone stock and
unrestored right down to the original tires and break-in sticker on the tach. Less than 2,
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miles too. Every time I walk by it I just smile. Perhaps it was the golden age of the industry.
Great to see a well preserved model from this time. The seller pulled the listing prior to the
auction ending. Item no longer available. I have always noticed that usually several bids are
placed right before an auction closes. Unless you get an amazing offer, it would sure seem wise
to let these auctions run their course. Unfortunately this is pretty standard practice â€” use
eBay more for advertising and conduct the rest of the sale in private. Jess, I agree with you on
the Interceptor. A new engine, perimeter type frame, 16 inch wheel, racer type bodywork. Led
the way to the two stroke replica bikes, then the GSXR, and then it was on from there. Get all
our new posts delivered to your email automatically. Spam free! Enter your email address:.
Featured Listings. Featured Listing: Air-cooled Ducati hot rod superbike! Kawasaki February 16,
posted by Mike. Ed Harty. NorCal Joe. David Edwards.

